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hope you all had a restful fall break. It always seems to be over in the blink of an eye. November has
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a peaceful protest organized by the ULFA (University of Lethbridge Faculty Association) on November
17th. This rally was to raise awareness about the current predicament that post-secondary institutions
are facing. Both faculty and students are being negatively impacted by the cuts to funding. This means
larger class sizes, less access to research opportunities, and higher workloads, etc. While students
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nature of online learning we suggest researching the
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pay the highest amount they ever have in tuition and fees, faculty struggle with extended contract
negotiations and are threatened with rollbacks in benefits and salaries. Cuts to post-secondary funding
decrease the quality of education we receive and the treatment of employees. I encourage you to look
more into this situation and the impacts of funding cuts. The ULFA is accepting letters of support for a
letter-writing campaign. If you are interested in getting involved, you can access it by going to https://
www.ulfa.ca/take-action/
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EIC Book Recommendations
by Kianna Turner
When the Body Says No: The Cost of Hidden Stress
By Gabor Maté
Delving into psychoneuroimmunology, the connection between
our physical and mental health, Gabor Maté explains how the
mind-body connection is often overlooked, yet, nevertheless
a critical component of overall health. Stress is an overlooked
element of health, but left unchecked will manifest into physiological conditions. A person’s past, environment, coping mechanisms, and personality are vital parts of a person’s well-being
that need to be considered to fight off illnesses effectively. By
exploring the root causes of your ailments, Maté suggests that
you can gain control by taking personal responsibility for your
responses. He doesn’t just focus on positive emotions, which
are beneficial. But instead, he also suggests embracing negative
emotions in a healthier manner instead of ignoring them. By
embracing all aspects with a realistic attitude, in turn, gives
you a better shot at overcoming illness.

The Dobe Ju/’hoansi
By Richard B. Lee
This is one of my favourite anthropological case studies. It provides insight into the Ju/’hoansi people (also known as !Kung
and San) living in the Dobe region of the Kalahari Desert. This
ethnography by Richard B. Lee explores a variety of aspects of
the Ju/’hoansi forager society, including, but not limited to, their
social structure, rituals, beliefs, marriage and kinship systems.
This book has enriched my understanding of the importance of
sharing, the negative impacts of modernization, and grasping
different ontologies.
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CRISIS IN THE
NORTH
By REBECCA MARTIN

O

n October 12th, all 8,200 residents of Iqaluit,
Nunavut’s capital, were put under a local state of
emergency after fuel was suspected of having contaminated the water supply. At a news conference, chief administrative officer Amy Elgersma said that tests from the water treatment plant found "exceedingly high concentrations" of
fuel in a water storage tank. Elgersma also confirmed the contamination was likely due to diesel or kerosene contaminating
the soil around the underground water tank and leaking into
the water treatment system. In the same news conference, Dr.
Michael Patterson, the chief public health officer, said that
benzene, xylene, toluene, and ethylbenzene – chemicals that
can cause serious health effects, including cancer – were found
in the tank but did not make it to people’s taps. The news came
after Patterson said that while public health officials were
awaiting results on whether the water was safe to drink, it
wouldn’t have been appropriate or justified to tell residents not
to drink the water from their taps. No large cracks were found
in the water tank, and the city is still searching for smaller
ones that could have led to contamination.
“We have to be very careful when we put out messages that
affect the entire community to this degree,” Patterson said. He
further stated that it is important to translate and make announcements accessible in all three languages before publishing – English, French, and Inuktitut. The need for testing came
after many Iqalummiut reported a gasoline smell coming from
their taps as early as October 2nd. City officials responded by
saying that after water tests, the smell was likely chlorine. A
week later, city staff smelled gasoline coming from one of the
water tanks, leading Mayor Kenny Bell to send out a Tweet,
telling people not to drink tap water. “I know my tweet may
have caused some panic without the proper information there,
but I wanted it out as soon as possible,” Kenney said during
the news conference. Federal Public Safety Minister Bill
Blair said on October 22nd that the Canadian Armed Forces
would be deployed in Iqaluit to help provide residents with
clean drinking water. This was after the government Nunavut
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declared a state of emergency.
Added problems have arisen out of the water contamination.
Nunavut’s health department reported that, as of October
22nd, it had postponed about 30 surgeries. The city’s hospital
was shut down because it could not sanitize medical equipment with the contaminated water. Some patients had to be
medevaced to The Ottawa Hospital.
Trucks of chlorine-treated water are being delivered to residences from a nearby river. This is in addition to over 80,000
litres of water being flown up for residents. The need for water
is compounded by high food costs, food insecurity, and the
high cost of living in the territory. A litre bottle of water costs
about $9. Iqaluit resident and Tik Tok user Kyra Flaherty (@
arcticmakeup) did an interview with CTV National News discussing high food costs in Northern Canada. Flaherty gained
national attention after posting videos on Tik Tok about high
food prices in Nunavut, with some videos showing prices like
$10.99 for a dozen eggs, $42.00 for a 24 pack of 7up, and $8.99
for 4L of milk. Flaherty says that her weekly haul of groceries
costs her upwards of $1000. According to the Nunavut Food
Security Coalition, nearly 70% of Nunavut residents face food
insecurity. High prices are due to groceries having to be flown
into communities, as many are not connected by roads and
are inaccessible.

Additionally, Iqaluit has some of Canada’s most expensive
housing, with the average two-bedroom apartment costing
people about $2,700 a month, far exceeding prices in Toronto and Vancouver. Rachel Blais, director of The Qajuqturvik
Community Food Centre in Iqaluit said in an interview that
the water crisis has only worsened the ongoing food insecurity
crisis. "Even if they have access to healthy affordable food, if
they don't have clean water to wash their produce with or to
cook, they're not able to cook healthy meals."
The federal government has tried to help northern communities access more affordable groceries through the Nutrition
North program. Nutrition North is a subsidy program created
in 2011 to make groceries more affordable in hard-to-reach
Arctic communities. The federal government has also promised
to strengthen the program by committing more than $163 million over the next three years. Blais says that the program needs
more oversight as “[t]he subsidies go directly to the retailers
and there doesn't seem to be a lot of transparency about exactly
how those funds are used and if it's passed on to consumers."
In a third-party program evaluation done in 2017, authors
found that the “[t]he current structure and regulatory framework of NNC are insufficient to ensure the program meets its
goal.” The report also found gaps in food cost pricing and a
lack of response and transparency from the federal government
regarding community concerns with eligibility, subsidy rates,
and the list of eligible foods.
The soil contamination in Northern Canada brings attention
to another issue people in the north face – there is no recycling
program. There is no safe way to get rid of garbage in Northern
Canada, and it is only getting worse with the recent water crisis. About 750,000 plastic water bottles have arrived in Iqaluit
as a way of supplying the residence with clean, drinkable water.
There has been a coalition of local business owners shipping
empty bottles back south, but unfortunately, most of the city’s
trash stays in ill-equipped dumps and waste facilities. Susanna
Fuller, vice-president of operations and projects for Oceans
North, said in an interview with the National Observer, “[m]
ost of the communities don’t have the facilities to do proper
plastic recycling.” This is a problem throughout the North, and
most communities cannot afford to properly dispose of the
waste.

Many observers of this problem trace it back to underfunded government programs and a long legacy of colonialism.
During the mid-20th century, the federal government initiated
a program forcing Inuit and other Indigenous peoples into
“southern-style” communities. These permanent settlements
grew rapidly, quickly outgrowing essential infrastructure like
airports, waterworks, sewage, and waste management facilities.
Because of this, communities became more reliant on imported materials from Southern Canada, increasing the prices of
everyday materials. Additionally, many of these communities
are reliant on non-environmentally friendly ways of disposing
of their waste. Most garbage in Northern Canada is disposed in
low-tech landfills or by open-air burning due to a lack of incinerators. Most sewage and wastewater are relegated to open-air
lagoons and settling ponds, leading to environmental contamination and possible groundwater leaching.
Small steps are being taken to curb the effects of plastics in the
North. Communities like Inukjuak in Nunavik (Northern Quebec), and Arviat in Nunavut, have created programs teaching
young people how to repair and reuse old equipment. In 2009,
the community of Nain in Nunatsiavut (northern Newfoundland and Labrador) was the first northern community to ban
plastic bags. These are very small steps to a large problem, and
more substantial changes are required. In the same interview
Fuller said, “[i]n the predominantly Indigenous communities
in the Canadian Arctic ... waste must be addressed within
the context of colonialism, health, food security, economic
development, and diversification.” The Oceans North report
outlines that “this issue is not only about unequal access to basic services but a critical part of reconciliation,” further stating
that this situation is largely the consequence of underfunding,
colonialism, and short-sided government policy. The report
also notes that Canada is generally an outlier when it comes to
managing trash in the Arctic. Although Greenland faces many
of the same challenges as Canada, they also send about 99% of
their plastic bottles back to European recycling plants. Alaska
has a state-wide program that works with representatives to reduce waste in remote communities. Sweden also has a program
that results in almost all their household waste being recycled.
References:
CBC News. (2021). Iqaluit water crisis making food insecurity worse, pediatrician says. YouTube. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cksYCPrbq5k.
CBC/Radio Canada. (2009, July 24). Nain votes to ban plastic bags | CBC News. CBCnews. Retrieved
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PROVINCIAL REFERENDUM
RESULTS: NOW WHAT?
By REBECCA MARTIN

W

ith the municipal election on October 18th
came the opportunity for Albertans to voice
their opinions on equalization payments and
daylight savings time. The results are in, but what do
they mean?
61.7% of people who voted on the first question, voted
in favour of ending the federal equalization program
and the removal of section 36(2) of the 1982 Constitution Act. 33.8% voted against the removal. Section 36(2)
of the Constitution Act (also known as the Canada Act)
ensures that “parliament and the government of Canada
are committed to the principle of making equalization
payments to ensure that provincial governments have
sufficient revenues to provide reasonably comparable
levels of public services at reasonably comparable levels
of taxation”

BUT WHAT ARE EQUALIZATION PAYMENTS?
There is a lot of tension and misinformation regarding
the federal equalization program, so here is a quick explanation. The federal government collects tax revenues
from across the country and uses this money to fund
three main programs: Canada Health Transfers (the
largest of the transfers), Canada Social Transfers, and
the Equalization program. Unlike equalization payments, the first two transfers are semi-conditional; this
means the money must be put towards specific, broad
spending programs like healthcare, social services, and
post-secondary education. Although these payments
are important, they have a limited effect on the provinces’ day-to-day management decisions. Equalization
payments can be used at the discretion of the provinces
to provide a “reasonably comparable level” of public
8
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services across the country.
The equalization formula is very complex and is based
on the idea of fiscal capacity, or the potential total revenue a province can realistically collect through taxes,
when they are set at the national average. Provinces
with stronger economies are able to raise more money
than those with weaker ones, and equalization payments are used to help “have less” provinces get up to
the national average of overall provincial revenues per
person.
The criticism against equalization payments is based on
the mistaken idea that a province like Alberta or B.C. –
provinces with per capita revenues above the national
average – send money directly to provinces like Quebec
or P.E.I. to bolster their economies. This is not true. The
federal government collects taxes on incomes or taxable
purchases at equal rates across the country. It then
tops up per capita revenues of “have less” provinces to
the national average. High-income individuals (and
businesses) typically pay more in taxes, and many of
these people just so happen to live in Alberta, B.C, and
Ontario.

WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH THE RESULTS?
Alberta cannot single-handedly change or remove
sections from the Constitution. Changing section 36
requires agreement from seven provinces with at least
50% of the population. Geoffrey Hale, a political science
professor at the University of Lethbridge, said between
six and seven provinces are either regular or intermittent recipients of equalization, so scrapping equalization
has never been on the table for Ottawa. Hale went on to
say, the most equalization-dependent areas of the country are the ones that tend to support the current government. If the Liberals want to be competitive in Quebec,
the biggest recipient of equalization, then scrapping
equalization is simply a non-starter in that province.
In a press conference on Tuesday, October 26th, Premier Jason Kenney said, "Albertans are demanding to
be respected,” and that the results of the referendum
sent a “powerful statement” to the federal government.
Kenney further said, “We fully expect the Prime Minister to respect the constitutional amendment process and
to sit down and negotiate with Alberta in good faith.
Of course, our focus ultimately is a fair deal, a broader
reform of the system of fiscal federalism, a retroactive
lifting of the fiscal stabilization program."
The Fiscal Stabilization Program that Kenney mentions
is different from the equalization program. The Fiscal
Stabilization Program is authorized by the Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements Act. It enables the federal
government to aid provinces that have experienced a
year-over-year decline in revenues. “Alberta does very
well when the price of oil and natural gas are at current
levels. We haven't seen $5 gas in years, we haven't seen
$80 oil since 2014. So, I think the timing of this windfall
is likely to reduce the incentive for the federal government to play ball.” Said Hale.

This “broader reform” seems to be the official goal of
the referendum question. However, the end goal and the
question on the ballot are different. Hale acknowledges
this, saying, “as premier Kenney himself has admitted,
this is not about scrapping equalization, whatever the
wording of the ballot question, as much as it is about
renegotiating its terms and its terms remain within the
discretion of the federal government.” The official question on the ballot read:
Should section 36(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982 –
Parliament and the government of Canada’s commitment to the principle of making equalization payments
– be removed from the constitution?

WHAT ABOUT DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME?
The results are almost evenly split. 50.2% of voters said
that they would want to keep changing our clocks twice
a year. 49.8% voted in favour of year-round Daylight
Savings Time. There was a lot of discussion about how
the question was worded and what it would mean to
adopt year-round Daylight Savings Time. “I think this
was one of those questions where the debate actually
made a difference to the outcome,” Hale said. “The
question was, do you favour going to daylight saving
time all year round? And this issue was picked up across
the political spectrum, not just on ideological or partisan grounds…I thought it was actually a fairly intelligent [debate] over the issue.”
Year-round Daylight Savings Time would have meant
later sunrises. People in Lethbridge would have experienced sunrise at about 9:07 am in mid-December and
early January, and people in Northern Alberta would
have to wait until around 10:12 am.
References:
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Nobel Prize 2021 :
AwArds
for A betterfuture
B y E D WA R D H S A I N G

T

he Nobel Prize Winners of 2021 were announced
earlier in October, showcasing the achievements of
scientists and humanitarians around the world. This
year, the Norwegian Nobel Committee has made seemingly
very conscious decisions regarding the current geopolitical
climate, featuring contributions to the study of climate change,
labour economics, and advocation for freedom of speech.
Nobel Prize in Physics - Syukuro Manabe, Klaus Hasselmann, and Giorgio Parisi
“Weather forecasting was more of an art, rather than science” - Syukuro Manabe
This year’s Nobel prize in physics is shared one; half between
Dr Manabe and Dr Hasselmann for their work in establishing
a solid, physics based model of the Earth’s climate, and one
half to Dr. Parisi for his contribution in the form of statistical
physics and the development of complex systems. Climate
change has obviously been on the forefront recently, with

many concerns about whether or not irreparable damage has
already been done to our planet’s environment. The three are
awarded for their work in physically modelling Earth’s climate
as a complex system, using “simple” theories to explain how
random, disordered, and complex systems change over time.
Their models have been used to predict the consequences of
global warming and gain deeper scientific insight towards the
effects of pollution. Dr. Manabe, in particular, is a pioneer in
the study of “greenhouse” gases, proving early on that CO2 was
responsible for the increase in global temperatures rather than
solar radiation. Dr. Parisi is renowned for his work in complex
systems, finding hidden patterns in seemingly random phenomena. From particle physics to the complex flight patterns
of starling flocks, his work has been used to explain phenomena from atomic to planetary scales. Last but not least, Dr. Hasselmann, an oceanographer, developed critical models linking
weather and climate, reliably predicting climate variations and
identifying specific human-made “fingerprints” on our planet’s
environment.

Nobel Prize in Chemistry – Benjamin List and David MacMillan

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine – David Julius and
Ardem Patapoutian

“It’s a game changer. Like a new chess piece that is very, very
powerful” – Peter Somfai (Norwegian Nobel Committee
Member)
Nobel Prize in Chemistry – Benjamin List and David Mac-

“This discovery has profoundly changed our view of how
we sense the world around us” – Abdel El Manira (Nobel
Assembly
Member)
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were the first
to discover
a cell
line thatand
gaveisolate
off measurable
peppers,
Dr. Julius
was able
to identify
the protein
electrical
signals
when
prodded
with
a
micropipette.
Piezo1
TRPV1, which acts as an ion channel in cell membranes
that
and Piezo2
were then
identified
as ion
channels
react
open
in response
to heat.
Both Dr.
Julius
and Dr.that
Patapoutian
directly
to pressure
put onthe
cell
membranes.
While
their
independently
identified
TRPV8
receptor
that activates
in
achievements
mayFinally,
seem inconsequential
you
I, figuring
response
to cold.
Dr. Patapoutian to
and
hisand
colleagues
out
workaand
on a cellular
werehow
the our
firstbodies
to discover
cellprocess
line thatinformation
gave off measurable
level is keysignals
to understanding
conditions
that affect inflammaelectrical
when prodded
with a micropipette.
Piezo1
tion,
urination,
blood
pressure,
and
differentiating
between
and Piezo2 were then identified as ion channels that react
differenttokinds
of pain.
directly
pressure
put on cell membranes. While their

lidomide, is notorious for causing horrific birth defects even
though its molecular formula is the same. Being able to control
the resulting symmetry elements in their systems is a testament to just how revolutionary their research is and why they
deserve this honourable accolade.

achievements may seem inconsequential to you and I, figuring
Nobel
Prize
Literature
– Abdulrazak
Gurnah on a cellular
out how
our in
bodies
work and
process information
level is key to understanding conditions that affect inflamma“What is the point of literature? I think that the person who
tion, urination, blood pressure, and differentiating between
asks that question will not find my answer convincing anydifferent
kinds of pain.
way”– Abdulrazak
Gurnah, Gravel Heart
Nobel Prize in Literature – Abdulrazak Gurnah
“What is the point of literature? I think that the person who
asks that question will not find my answer convincing anyway”– Abdulrazak Gurnah, Gravel Heart
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directly to
to pressure
pressure put
put on
on cell
cell membranes.
membranes. While
While their
their
directly
achievements
may
seem
inconsequential
to
you
and
achievements may seem inconsequential to you and I,
I, figuring
figuring
out how
how our
our bodies
bodies work
work and
and process
process information
information on
on aa cellular
cellular
out
level
is
key
to
understanding
conditions
that
affect
inflammalevel is key to understanding conditions that affect inflammation, urination,
urination, blood
blood pressure,
pressure, and
and differentiating
differentiating between
between
tion,
different
kinds
of
pain.
different kinds of pain.
Tanzanian-born
novelist Abdulrazak
Gurnah
is this year’s
Nobel
Prize
–
Gurnah
Nobel
Prize in
in Literature
Literature
– Abdulrazak
Abdulrazak
Gurnah
Nobel laureate in literature. The author is being awarded “for
“What
is
literature?
II think
that
who
“What
is the
the point
point of
ofand
literature?
think penetration
that the
the person
person
who
his uncompromising
compassionate
of the
asks
that
question
will
not
find
my
answer
convincing
anyasks
that
question
will
not
find
my
answer
convincing
anyeffects of colonialism and the fates of the refugee in the gulf
way”–
Abdulrazak
Gurnah,
Gravel
Heart
way”–
Abdulrazak
Gurnah,
Gravel
Heart
between
cultures and
continents
(Nobel
Prize Committee,
2021).” These themes of longing, exile, and displacement
are rampant throughout
works such
as Paradise
Tanzanian-born
novelist his
Abdulrazak
Gurnah
is this(2004),
year’s
which laureate
was shortlisted
for theThe
Booker,
and Writer’s
Nobel
in literature.
authorWhitbread
is being awarded
“for
Guild
prizes, and By the
(2001), which
was longlisted
for
his
uncompromising
andSea
compassionate
penetration
of the
the Booker
Award andand
shortlisted
the refugee
Los Angeles
effects
of colonialism
the fatesfor
of the
in theTimes
gulf
Book Prize.
Gurnah
be the first
BlackPrize
writer
to receive the
between
cultures
andwill
continents
(Nobel
Committee,
award”since
Morrison
in 1993
andand
thedisplacement
fourth Black writer
2021).
TheseToni
themes
of longing,
exile,
since
the award’s
inception.
writes primarily
are
rampant
throughout
his While
works Gurnah
such as Paradise
(2004), in
English,
he’sshortlisted
integratedfor
histhe
native
language
Swahili
into
many
which
was
Booker,
Whitbread
and
Writer’s
of his works,
publishers
to keep
thewas
words
unitali-for
Guild
prizes, fighting
and By the
Sea (2001),
which
longlisted
cized
and out
of glossaries.
In an interview
with
the Guardian
the
Booker
Award
and shortlisted
for the Los
Angeles
Times
following
hisGurnah
win, Gurnah
on
how
moving
Book
Prize.
will behas
thecommented
first Black
writer
to
receive
the
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 2021
2021 11
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from Zanzibar
to Morrison
Britain influenced
his writing
andBlack
themes
of
award
since Toni
in 1993 and
the fourth
writer
displacement.
“They
know about
places
thatprimarily
they wantinto
since
the award’s
inception.
Whilesome
Gurnah
writes
know about.
India, for example.
thisSwahili
sort of into
love many
affair
English,
he’s integrated
his nativeThere’s
language
going
on, at least
withpublishers
the India of
empire.
I don’t
think
of
his works,
fighting
to the
keep
the words
unitalithey’reand
so out
interested
in otherInless
glamorouswith
histories.
I think
cized
of glossaries.
an interview
the Guardian
if there’s a his
little
bit Gurnah
of nastiness
involved, they
want
following
win,
has commented
ondon’t
how really
moving
to know
about that
very much
(The Guardian,
” He also
from
Zanzibar
to Britain
influenced
his writing2021).
and themes
of
comments that“They
he wants
to about
be a storyteller
thatthat
fillsthey
in these
displacement.
know
some places
want to
gaps and
inspires
to look into
what
taught.
know
about.
India,others
for example.
There’s
thisthey
sortaren’t
of love
affair
going on, at least with the India of the empire. I don’t think
they’re so interested in other less glamorous histories. I think
if there’s a little bit of nastiness involved, they don’t really want
to know about that very much (The Guardian, 2021).” He also
comments that he wants to be a storyteller that fills in these
gaps and inspires others to look into what they aren’t taught.
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Nobel Peace Prize – Maria Ressa and Dmitry Muratov
“Without media, you cannot have a strong democracy”
- Berit Reiss-Andersen (Chair of the Norwegian Nobel
Committee)
While Maria
Ressa –and
Dmitry
Muratov
are theMuratov
winners of
Nobel
Peace Prize
Maria
Ressa
and Dmitry
this year’s Nobel peace prize, the Nobel committee has named
them representatives
all journalists
worldwide
who stand up
“Without
media, youofcannot
have a strong
democracy”
safeguard
our freedom
of expression.
Maria Ressa
is the
-and
Berit
Reiss-Andersen
(Chair
of the Norwegian
Nobel
head of Rappler, a media company for investigative journalism.
Committee)
Ressa has been a fierce advocate for the freedom of speech in
her home
country,
most known
shining
While
Maria
Ressa the
andPhilippines,
Dmitry Muratov
are the for
winners
of the
spotlight
Rodrigo
controversial
regime.has
Duterte
this
year’son
Nobel
peaceDuterte’s
prize, the
Nobel committee
named
ran inrepresentatives
2016 on a campaign
focused onworldwide
combatingwho
the illegal
them
of all journalists
stand up
drugsafeguard
trade but our
has freedom
been extremely
vocal inMaria
support
of the
and
of expression.
Ressa
is the
extrajudicial
killing
of drug
users and
criminals
(HRW,
head
of Rappler,
a media
company
forother
investigative
journalism.
2019).has
Thebeen
anti-drug
campaign
likened of
to speech
war on in
his
Ressa
a fierce
advocatehas
for been
the freedom
ownhome
people
or a war
onPhilippines,
the poor. Perhaps
due tofor
hershining
Nobel the
her
country,
the
most known
Prize win,on
Duterte
hasDuterte’s
recentlycontroversial
announced that
he would
be
spotlight
Rodrigo
regime.
Duterte
retiring
fromonpolitics
despite
previously
announcing
candiran
in 2016
a campaign
focused
on combating
thehis
illegal
dacy for
vice
drug
trade
butpresident.
has been extremely vocal in support of the
extrajudicial killing of drug users and other criminals (HRW,
DmitryThe
Andreyevich
Muratov ishas
thebeen
founder
of the
2019).
anti-drug campaign
likened
to indepenwar on his
dent people
newspaper
Gazeta
his home
country
Russia.
own
or a Novaya
war on the
poor.inPerhaps
due
to her of
Nobel
Despite
intense
opposition,
the announced
newspaper is
currently
stillbe
Prize
win,
Duterte
has recently
that
he would
the mostfrom
independent
news source
in theannouncing
country, covering
retiring
politics despite
previously
his candicensurable
aspects
of Russian society. Since the start of the
dacy
for vice
president.
newspaper, six affiliated journalists have been killed. Despite
these hardships,
Muratov
has defended
the rights
journalists
Dmitry
Andreyevich
Muratov
is the founder
of theofindepento write
about whatever
want.
dent
newspaper
Novaya they
Gazeta
in his home country of Russia.
Despite intense opposition, the newspaper is currently still
Themost
Nobelindependent
Committee news
has also
clearly
communicated
in their
the
source
in the
country, covering
press releaseaspects
that they
believe “free,
independent
andoffactcensurable
of Russian
society.
Since the start
the
based journalism
serves journalists
to protect against
abuse
of power,
lies
newspaper,
six affiliated
have been
killed.
Despite
and war
propaganda”
and has
howdefended
this year’sthe
award
repthese
hardships,
Muratov
rightsfirmly
of journalists
resents
original
spiritthey
behind
Alfred Nobel’s Will (Nobel
to
writethe
about
whatever
want.
Prize Committee, 2021).
The Nobel Committee has also clearly communicated in their
press release that they believe “free, independent and factbased journalism serves to protect against abuse of power, lies
and war propaganda” and how this year’s award firmly represents the original spirit behind Alfred Nobel’s Will (Nobel
Prize Committee, 2021).

Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in
Memory of Alfred Nobel – David Card, Joshua Angrist
and Guido Imbens
One of the biggest challenges of the social sciences is
providing a scientific basis for cause and effect. Unlike
a chemistry lab, running subsequent examples and
changing one or two variables at a time just isn’t possible
due to the complexity of human interactions and the
millions of cogs that make up our society. This year’s
Nobel Laureates are being recognized for their work
with “natural experiments,” namely taking situations
that arose from chance events and analyzing them as if
they were a planned experiment. For example, while we
might not be able to directly test the effects of raising the
minimum wage, by analyzing the data from minimum
wage increases throughout history, we can pretend like
the results are from a planned experiment. David Card, a
Canadian pioneer in this field, used natural experiments
in the 1990s to analyze the effects labour laws, minimum
wages, immigration, and education have on the labour
market. Most notably, his results showed that contrary
to popular belief, increasing minimum wages does not
necessarily lead to an increase in unemployment or fewer jobs. Joshua Angrist and Guido Imbens, on the other
hand, are being recognized for their contributions in
improving the methodology of natural experiments.
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DO YOU TAKE
BITCOIN?
B y E D WA R D H S A I N G

E

thereum, Bitcoin, Tether, while these may sound
like video game items, they are actually all part of
the growing cryptocurrency movement. Caught
somewhere in-between investment stocks and electronic currencies, crypto has been slowly appearing in
mainstream media ever since Bitcoin’s boom in the early
2010s. Nowadays, it seems like a new cryptocurrency is
popping up every other week, but there is still very little
general understanding around how they work and why
they have value.
Let’s start with a basic understanding of how real-world
money like the Canadian Dollar has value. A common
misconception these days is that all currency is commod-

ity based, namely that the currency has value because it’s
backed by federal gold reserves or some other resource.
In reality, most countries function off of “fiat” currency,
ever since President Nixon chose to decouple the USD
from gold in 1971. Fiat currency, unlike commodity currency, has no intrinsic value and functions only because
the people who use it agree on its value. Of course, the
value is also influenced by the governing body (in our
case the Canadian government), as well as supply and
demand (US currency is sought after due to the amount
of trade that occurs using USD).
Cryptocurrencies, much like fiat currencies, have no
intrinsic value or government backing and derive their
worth entirely from supply and demand. This is why
many regard them as a stock rather than an actual
form of payment. So how do cryptocurrencies generate
demand? To understand that, we need to delve a little
deeper into the inner workings behind them.

Most current cryptos run off of blockchain technology,
more precisely, an encrypted electronic ledger that details
transactions (i.e. A sent 5 bitcoins to B, B sent 8 bitcoins
to C), hence the origin of the name “crypto.” The main
merit to this is that no governing body regulates this
electronic ledger, and instead, a decentralized network
of computers all over the world record and authenticate
transactions. The process of recording and authenticating
transactions is artificially slowed down by the encryption, or complex math problem the currency runs off of,
requiring computers to run lengthy calculations before
the next “block” in the ledger can be established. This
prevents people from making fraudulent transactions as
each block must be verified before the next block can begin. Anyone can contribute to the recording and authenticating of cryptocurrencies by donating their computer’s
processing power and are rewarded freshly minted crypto-assets for their efforts, leading to the crypto-mining
industry. Additionally, buyers and sellers don’t hold their
assets in bank accounts but instead are given a digital
“address” and access keys to make transactions with. All
in all, the main appeal to investors is the security of their
transactions and the fact that no banks or government
institutions are involved.
However, the system is not without its flaws and criticisms due to the stock-like element in its value, and the
ugly nature of the crypto-mining industry. While government-regulated currencies are protected from large
swings in value, the same is not true of cryptocurrencies.
In fact, wealthy investors with enough capital can swing
the market in a dramatic fashion. At the time of writing,
Bitcoin recently reached its highest ever value of around
$74,426 CAD on October 20th, followed by an immediate drop of 7% to $71,740 CAD in the span of minutes
due to investors cashing out (Express 2021).
Another demerit for cryptocurrencies is the mining
circuit. While anyone can spend computational resources on the blockchain, only the first computer to find
the solution to the complex math problem used in the
encryption is rewarded with newly minted cryptocurrency. This has led to investors starting large-scale opera-

tions, running hundreds, if not thousands of computers
simultaneously to compete fo r these crypto rewards.
While this might not sound that bad, the environmental
and economic impacts are larger than you think. The
most tangible repercussion you might see is the marked
increase in high-end computer prices over the past few
years. Computer processing components i.e. CPUs and
GPUs rely on the slow and expensive semiconductor
manufacturing process, which also requires expensive
metals. Due to the crypto-mining boom, popular chip
suppliers such as Nvidia, AMD, and Intel have all reported supply shortages making graphics cards difficult to
find for the mainstream consumer (BBC, 2021). From
an environmental standpoint, the amount of energy
being consumed in crypto-mining is staggering. A “rig”
composed of a computer with multiple graphics cards
plugged in consumes around 1,000 Watts of power or
more, around the power consumption of a medium-sized
window AC unit (CNet, 2021). Mining centers will
generally be composed of hundreds to thousands of rigs
running 24/7, necessitating even more energy to be spent
on the cooling of these systems. On just Bitcoin alone,
mining generates an estimated 87.02 Mt of CO2 per year,
comparable to the carbon footprint of a small country
like Bangladesh, and uses 183.2 Terawatt hours of electrical energy; comparable to the energy consumption of
Thailand (Digiconomist, 2021). According to the same
source, the energy required to perform a single Bitcoin
transaction (1833.42kWh) could power a typical US
family for 53 days.
Other popular cryptocurrencies like Ethereum and
Tether generate lower yet comparable amounts of waste
in their management. As the number of blocks in a
cryptocurrency increases, the payout for miners also decreases to account for inflation, requiring more and more
resources to farm as the currency grows. Given the fact
that cryptocurrencies have no intrinsic value and in no
way benefit the overall well-being of our society, it is hard
to justify the amount of environmental resources being
used to keep them running.
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Modern Love
by M.M.

Do you still think of me?
I wouldn’t blame you if you don’t.
I’m not sure if I should apologize,
Has it been too long?
Does an apology have an expiration date?
A point after which it is better
To leave old wounds alone
And think of you in my empty moments.
Perhaps it’s just easier that way.
I am the sum of all my partsFather’s hair,
Mother’s eyes,
The tiny pieces you collect

Differences
by C. Madria Steven

It was there that my eyes changed,
Before I left
You took my reluctant hand
And brought me down
You drive me into darkness
Instead of light
And I fear that my eyes will
Turn black like yours
So I walk away from you
And those dark roads
To turn myself back to light
And bright colors
Because that is where I find
Myself at peace.

from everyone you’ve ever met.
I find myself thinking of you
While I sing along to the radio.
I wonder what you’re doing, how you are
And what your plans are.
Do you ever think of me?
18
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LGBTQSIA2+ AND WOMEN’S HISTORY:
A CASE STUDY OF HATSHEPSUT
(ANCIENT EGYPT)
B y H A N S L AT E R

INTRODUCTION AND DISCLAIMER

T

he exploration to learn more about LGBTQSIA2+ history in the world continues. As always, I will include
a disclaimer that I will be using words such as “queer,”

“cross-dresser,” “hermaphrodite,” and “transvestite.” These
words are not used in ignorance or malice but from documents
that are older and used terminology that is outdated. The
exploration for discovering queer history is still a 21st-century
idea, and it should be noted that LGBTQSIA2+ can only be
loosely applied to the past because it is a modern term. Nevertheless, we will still explore any and all origins of the queer
in Egyptian history. LGBTQSIA2+ histories are important to
understand how societies developed and the cultures that grew
out of them, but also because marginalized peoples’ voices are
snuffed out from historical records. The histories of women
and the LGBTQSIA2+ will be explored in this article within
the context of Ancient Egypt.

Attempting to harness and understand the queer in Ancient

He identified an unrecognised name in a cartouche, (a carved

Egypt is arduous, to say the least. Accessing historical docu-

tablet that bears the inscription of a monarch’s name and

ments is strenuous because the different writing system makes

title) he assumed the name had belonged to the wife of a king,

it difficult to translate exactly what the people of the past were

and diminished Hatshesput’s role as Pharaoh unknowingly.

trying to convey. Nevertheless, I will still try my best to discern

Noting the juxtaposition of female gender endings with images

LGBTQSIA2+ histories. However, as we will see, much of

of a male king, he was encouraged to read the cartouche as

queer history is linked with women’s history. When looking

‘Amenenthe’ – Manetho’s ‘Amessis’ (Diamond, 2020). Despite

into the queer of Ancient Egypt, a singular name comes up

the fact that in the third century BCE, the Egyptian historian

frequently. A Pharaoh known as Hatshepsut ruled during the

Manetho remarked that Amessis was a sister of Thutmose II (c.

18th dynasty from 1550–1295 BCE, a female king that ruled

1492–1479 BCE), who ruled after him for twenty-one years be-

Egypt at that time. The reason for Hatshepsut’s ruling was

fore Thutmose III (c. 1479–1425 BCE) succeeded her.Champo-

OLD KINGDOM AND MIDDLE KINGDOM

because Thutmose the third was too young to rule when he

llion rejected the possibility that Hatshepsut solely ruled Egypt

2700-1700 BCE

ascended to the throne, a speculation of five years old at the

(Diamond, 2020). Instead, Champollion suggested that his sis-

time of ascension, and a reagent needed to rule in his stead. A

ter Amessis, who was then married to the regent Amenenthe,

Before an examination of societal aspects can be examined,

year into his ascension, Hatshepsut crowned herself Pharaoh

succeeded Thutmose II. He explained that the female gender

let us take a look at creation myths. According to the Heliop-

and began adorning themself with the iconography associat-

endings referred to the wife of king Amenenthe, who had her

olitian myth “Atum, the creator god ejaculated the twins Shu

ed with male kings. This does not prove that Hatshepsut was

name included in the cartouche with his. Our view of Hatshep-

(male, air) and Tefnut (female, moisture). Shu and Tefnut bore

transgender but instead adopted male iconography to support

sut originated in a nineteenth-century context that followed

Geb (the male earth) and Nut (the female sky). Geb and Nut

their rule as Pharaoh. In fact, it is not the desire to adopt a

contemporary gender constructs and was not reflective of the

together bore two sons and two daughters; Osiris and Seth,

masculine gender but rather use what masculinity had to offer

ancient Egyptian gender spectrum (Diamond, 2020).

and Isis and Nepthys. This is the origin of the two genders and

them to solidify rule. However, because of early eighteenth and

is the origin of the importance of duality in religious thought.

nineteenth-century archaeological conventions that were heav-

While it can not be for sure that Francios was intentionally

The very nature of the universe exists as a gendered metaphor,

ily rooted in misogyny, homophobia, and bigotry, there has

being misogynistic or sexist, it is certain that his deduction

and the creator God had within him both the male and female

been much contention surrounding the possibility of female or

ultimately harmed the exploration of women and queer indi-

potential” (Onstine, 2010). Creation myths tend to emphasize

queer rulers.

viduals of Ancient Egypt. Nevertheless, it is with perseverancethat queer theory attempts to push off the colonialist ideas

the duality of gender and sexual characteristics in the Gods
and Goddesses. Neither of which held negative connotations.
In fact, they were regarded highly by their dualistic nature.

ARCHAIC THEORIES ARCHAEOLOGICAL

of the past to appropriately interpret ancient civilizations. Of

MISTAKES

course, it is still cautionary applying terms associated with the
LGBTQSIA2+ with Ancient Egypt because they did not view

It was very common for kings and queens of Egypt to wear
symbols of the Gods to exemplify the traits they wished to em-

There is a problem as we move forward in this article;the

it as gender-fluidity, transgender, non-binary, or being queer

body, such as horns akin to Hathors, to emphasize fertility and

misrepresentation and misunderstandings of Hatshepsut. The

in any fashion. LGBTQSIA2+ is still a term that originates

protection. Creation myth is an excellent example of under-

lack of women in early archaeological digs was undoubtedly

from North America from the early 1990’s when queer theory

standing how ancient civilizations viewed gender, sex, and

the worst thing to happen to the archaeological community.

emerged because of the oppression on marginalized individ-

how the dynamics of society were created.

From the rediscovery of Hatshepsut in 1828–1829, scholars’

uals like queer people, women, people of colour, indigenous

perspectives have produced erroneous characterizations of

people, and immigrants.

her. One of these many scholars is Jean-François Champollion
(1790–1832), a philologist that had a major role in the deciphering of Egyptian hieroglyphs. Champollion had visited a
temple of great religious significance, known as Deir el-Bahri.
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CONCLUSION
The question of the prevalence of queer relationships in Ancient
Egypt remains. However, it is safe to say that it is still not often
attested in ancient Egypt and. When It is, it is shrouded in
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that I did not discuss here, as I was only focusing on Hatshepsut and the unfortunate circumstance that alluded to the true
history of her being Pharaoh. When I reference these homosexual relationships it is important to note that they were regarded
with a negative association at the time. It was frowned upon

INGREDIENTS
1 pound of hamburger
1 small onion, diced

and men were scolded for engaging in same-sex relationships

1 pepper (any colour), diced

because of the heirarhcal understandings of gender in Ancient

4-5 mushrooms, sliced (optional)

Egypt. The man must be the dominant force and the woman

1 garlic clove crushed or minced (optional)

a submissive force, a man performing a submissive role with
another man was considered taboo. (Uros, 2016). There are also
limited records of women engaging in same-sex relationships,

1 can diced tomatoes
1 can tomato sauce (plain)

but this can be attributed to the male dominated society that

½ tsp basil

was Ancient Egypt. Queer history does exist within Ancient

½ tsp oregano

Egypt, but it may take another decade or so of scholar-ship to

¼ tsp thyme

identify these origins within the Ancient society itselfso that a

(You can use a can of pre-seasoned tomato sauce instead of plain with the

situation of mistranslation and misogynistic ideologies like that
of Hatshepsut can be avoided.

additional spices then being optional)

DIRECTIONS
1. Brown the ground beef with the onions, peppers and mushrooms.
2. If there is any excess fat, drain the excess fat and return to the pan.
3. Add one can of diced tomatoes (they can be plain or with additives
like garlic and olive oil or celery and green pepper etc.)
4. Add a can of plain tomato sauce and seasonings (if you’d like, you
can use a seasoned tomato sauce, such as basil or four cheese. If you pick
this method, you may want to forgo the seasonings or use less)
5. Mix well and bring to a slight boil, then lower the heat to a simmer
until you’re ready to serve
6. Prepare the pasta of your choice and serve.
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LGBTQSIA2+ Histories in
Japan and China (Part 3)

W

elcome back, reader, for my third and final installment
of this series. This edition will discuss the influence of
foreign powers and their effect on Imperial China, the

Qing Dynasty (1644-1912 CE), and Meiji Japan (1868-1912). I will
also talk about the repercussions of the foreign influence on these
histories that have had a lasting impact on the culture of Chinese
and Japanese society. From the Japanese standpoint, it was more of a
transition into “sensibilities” that would not offend Western ideals or
standards of heteronormative living (Pflugfelder, 1999). For China,
it was the imposition of Britain and France from the Opium Wars,
Britain in 1839-1842 CE, and France in 1856-1860 CE. Western influence came with strong heteronormative ideals and steeped heavily
in Catholic and Christian beliefs of society—a dramatic change to the
gender-fluid and queer accepting standard of China and Japan.

PERSECUTION AND A NEW STANDARD OF LIVING
Beginning with an evaluation and a brief discussion of the Opium
Wars in China will provide integral context into why the political and
societal change happened. From previous installments of this series, I
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Pflugfelder includes a court case for us from the 1873 Kaitei ritsuryō,

a demonstration of being a lesser man, but this is an outdated way to

Article 266, that describes the criminalization of engaging in anal

conceptualize masculinity, especially since it is through only sexual

intercourse by labelling it as a form of rape, and “those committing

means. Toxic masculinity is allowed to grow through this horrid idea

[anal] rape [gōkan] shall be sentenced to ten years of penal servitude,”

of being an “ideal” man in China, but the fighting against this concept

(Pflugfelder, 1999). These laws were instituted to appease their West-

will allow the misunderstandings of men, especially queer men, to re-

ern counterparts and an attempt to eradicate the “immoral” sexual

define what masculinity is, and how being feminine is not a weakness.

behaviour.
What Comes Next?

Meiji Japan was a transition away from everything that the Tokugawa
regime stood for. This meant casting off the queer traditions of their

The 21st century has seen a shift in attitude towards the LGBTQSIA2+

history. Japan would enforce heteronormative ideas to become part

community. However, the situation in China and Japan remains un-

of Western society, but in this case it would be the United States of

changed from their colonial oppressors. Same-sex marriage in China

America as the main influence. A group of scholars and intellectu-

and Japan is not legalized, and until recently, homosexuality was legal-

als from the Meiji era, such as Tsuda Mamichi, Mori Arinori, and

ly considered a mental illness (Chen, 2020). The Chinese government

Fukuzawa Yukichi, would argue for Japan to adopt Anglo-American

decriminalized homosexuality in 1997 and was removed from the list

discussed the difference that Zhu Xi advocated for through Neo-Con-

norms of sexual morality to join the ranks of “civilized” Western

of mental illnesses in 2001, but textbooks still painted queer individ-

fucian thought that proved to be more heteronormative than the tra-

powers because of the long isolationist period of Edo Japan had closed

uals as mentally ill as recently as 2016 (Chen, 2020). While in Japan,

ditzzional queer ideas; however, European influence would take these

off knowledge, trade, and globalization (Stanley, 2013). Howev-

lesbian women in 1971 found the group Wakakusa no Kai (Young

ideas a step further. Hierarchical standards of living in China became

er, this was at the expense of the queer tradition solely to appease

grass club) in Tokyo, and it is often spoken of as a turning point in

attached to the idea of a man being the provider to the family and

their Western counterparts in their heteronormative culture. This is

terms of lesbian community building in Japan (McLelland, 2011).

women being the domestic housewives. I do not mean to suggest that

arguably because of the similar ideals that were being impressed upon

Although feminism in Japan has long been criticized for overlooking

traditional roles of men and women were not regarded before this,

China, and Japan, wanting to avoid a similar situation that befell their

lesbian issues, all-women feminist spaces did create safe environments

but it is apparent through Qing legal discourse. The influence of the

Eastern counterparts, decided it was best to adopt Western culture to

for the experience and expression of female same-sex intimacy. Still,

West strengthened it; androgynous or gender non-conforming people

be accepted rather than oppressed. Unfortunately, queer history as a

they struggled to gain validity with the public and the government

defy this perception and threaten hierarchal standards of gender and

result became censored and a thing of the past to Japanese society and

(McLelland, 2011). The future of the queer community in East Asia is

society in the eyes of Qing government and their foreign influencers

was no longer culturally acceptable.

in a tangled web of colonial influence and censorship that deserves to

B y H A N S L AT E R

THE FOREIGN INFLUENCE

The act of penetration to a man is viewed as a form of submission and

be liberated by its past constraints. With time, I hope that China and

(Sommer, 2013). The Opium Wars with Britain and France would
only further the adherence to traditional gender roles and would

A strong way of enforcing this was penalizing and persecuting queer

Japan can accept their queer past in their future endeavours. I hope

destroy the queer cultural histories of China. I suggest this because

individuals, especially homosexual men. Now, reader, I will use

that this series provided insight into the LGBTQSIA2+ community of

of the forced “unequal treaties” also known as bu pingdeng tiaoyue,

language going forward that may offend or trigger some individuals,

the past in Japan and China. Queer histories need to be explored and

foreign contracting power to participate in any future privileges China

but that is never the intention. I am simply using the documented

heard, so I hope to continue to bring insightful knowledge and these

would grant to other states, while supplementary agreements ﬁxed

sources accessible to me, and their language. Rape laws in Qing China

voices to the front.

import tariffs at a low rate to make foreign products competitive on

and Meiji Japan were adapted to also include male-male relation-

the Chinese market (Klein, 2012).

ships, specifically if they were caught engaging in anal intercourse.

So how does this pertain to the LGBTQSIA2+ community? The
imposition of the British and French forcibly instilling these trading
ports on Qing China made them more susceptible to foreign influence
and pushed them into a submissive, easier to manipulate role. Barbara
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identify an important notion in the mid-Qing dynasty that the Roman
concept of the Priapic model of masculinity; a model that defines men
that have self-control are strong and hold moderation, a model that
clashes with the traditional understanding of masculinity in Imperial
China. Therefore men who desire to be penetrated, women, and adulterers are less in the eyes of men in power, and the East Asian queer
community was less in the eyes of the Western imperialists.
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(GIDEON.FUJIWARA@ULETH.CA) WITH YOUR QUESTIONS.
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ANIME IN
NORT H AMERICA
B y H A N S L AT E R

INTRODUCTION

A

cultural phenomenon is on the rise within the continent of North America. Arguably in Europe as well,
but for the purposes of this article, I shall discuss
the borders of North America, more specifically the northern hemisphere. America and Canada have seen a recurrent
consumption of Japanese content since the 1980s. America
has had more of a hand in consuming Japanese culture, but
in recent years as streaming services provide more access to
Japanese animation and Korean dramas, there has been an
increase in the consumption of East Asian content. However,
for the purpose of this article, I shall only focus on Japanese
animation, or more commonly known as “anime.” With the
increase of viewership of anime, we see the development of
cosplay, recipes modelled after anime food, anime cons, J-Pop
bands becoming popular among younger audiences, and social
media influencers that advertise Japanese products. A global
community is able to come together and connect over their
love of anime However, this can have negative ramifications
as well. I will explore both sides of the argument and provide
some historical insight into the phenomenon of anime.

WHAT IS ANIME?
Let me begin by stating a simple definition of what
anime is. Anime or Japanese animation, grew out of what is
known as Japanese comics or manga. The unique stylization of
anime is owed to manga, with its extremely wide eyed characters and large or smaller proportions of bodies. According to
Price, this form of animation became popular in Japan from
Osamu Tezuka trying to emulate Walt Disney’s animated
projects, but simply lacked the funds to do so; Tezuka would
put cells of drawings together but only select certain things to
move, such as the mouth, or eyes and thus began the foundation of Japanese animation (Price, 2001). Osamu Tezuka, also
known as the “Godfather of Manga,” “The Father of Manga,”
or “The God of Manga,” introduced manga that would become
increasingly popular and socially acceptable for adults to
indulge in manga, by including heavier topics such as rebirth,
shame, death, faith, responsibility and self-doubt (Price, 2001).
Topics that I am sure everyone in all stages of life struggles
with. The unfortunate truth about anime however is that many
people distinguish anime as another form of cartoon that is
only for children, when in reality it was intended to reach
audiences of all ages.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ANIME IN NORTH
AMERICA
Now that we have established the intent behind anime and it’s
origins, let's move onto the discussion of why it is significant in
North American culture. Anime becoming a global phenomenon is likely attributed to the popularity of it among younger
generations. However, series such as Berserk (1989), One Piece
(1997), Deadman Wonderland (2011), and Tokyo Ghoul (2011)
contain adult themes such as violence, sexual themes, and gore,
but also discuss political upheaval and social unrest that mimics
much of society’s own issues. The anime/manga that I have
mentioned are older but many people that indulge in Japanese
animation would have grown up with the shows and comics when the shows originally aired. Creating stories that are
critically engaging and emulate themes that are relatable in our
own society promotes not only the anime itself, but also critical
thinking that can be applied to our own societal issues. The
success of One Piece is evidence of that, with 14 feature films,
13 special home-video productions, 32 video games, more
than 50 original songs, 996 episodes (and counting), and 1030
chapters (and counting) (Pellitteri, 2021). A series that engages
the audience with characters that want to pursue their dreams
and fight for their dreams, while pushing against the constraints
of the oppressive government, and encountering themes such
as prejudice, rascism, human trafficking, genocide, and slavery.
Now, this does not mean that all anime is like this, nor does it
mean that all anime should be like this; however, this could be a
reason why One Piece is so successful internationally.
International groups of people that enjoy Japanese animation
are sometimes referred to as Otaku, a term that originated in
the early 1980s wave of subcultures that marked a new type of
fan consumers (Saito, 2014). However, these were not considered to be a “normal” form of consumers. These fans actively
seek comprehensive knowledge and often have erotic fantasies about visual and textual products, thereby differentiating
themselves from "normal consumers” (Saito, 2014). Otaku
are an extreme version of normal fan consumers that end up
fetishizing Japanese culture. Even traveling to Japan for anime
reasons, also known as “pop culture tourism” has become classified as otaku pilgrimages that allow individuals to visit places
that were already sacred in the religious sense long before the
media sensationalization began to take place (Hernández‐Pérez,
M., 2019). This is not to suggest that trips to Japan should not
be taken because of the influence of media produced by Japan,

but being conscientious of Japanese culture and society is of
the utmost importance. Especially understanding that Japanese
society is not what is emulated in anime at all, as many otaku’s
fantasize what the culture is like, and have an altered view of
what Japanese culture is.

CONCLUSION
So why is it so important then to learn about the significance
of anime in North America? It is important to note because of
its significant rise in popularity as anime communities become
larger and more prominent. Calgary Alberta holds an anime
con every year known as Otafest, it is a convention where
cosplayers, and avid Japanese content consumers can experience and celebrate anime/manga content. Otafest lasts for four
days in May, usually over the May long weekend, and entertains
thousands of people across Alberta and sometimes further away
in Canada. Essentially a safe space for those who indulge in Japanese content to connect with others who also enjoy Japanese
animation and comics. The con brings beloved voice actors and
big name cosplayers of the anime community together, and
allows independent artists a chance to show off their artwork in
the Artist Alley. It is meant to be enjoyed by people of all ages.
Especially the gender-affirming or ambivalent successes cosplay
has had with gender-fluid or transgender individuals. Cosplay is
arguably a way for people to express their gender or lack thereof
in a safe environment without fear of judgement, or worse.
However, that is a topic for another article.
It is also important to note the rise in otaku culture in North
America because of the negative connotations that can arise
from it. A fetishism of Japanese culture continues to rise with
the exponential growth and recognition of the influence of
anime in North American media. Again, this is not meant to
discourage the community of anime watchers and manga readers from indulging in their beloved content, but to be respectful
of the origin of the content they are partaking in and to look
into how to be better about the media they consume. It is easy
to invest in travel brochures and with the easy access to the internet many people possess these days, researching international laws and customs when traveling is always a good idea. There
is no harm in being respectful and kind to another person and
their culture, and the safest route to avoid trouble is to do the
necessary research to avoid confrontation.
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS AND
WHERE TO FIND THEM
B y H A N S L AT E R

S

tudents struggle to pay for things. Whether it
is miscellaneous bills, rent, mortgage, spousal payments, or tuition, finding a good deal
is always worth the search. So, where can you find
student discounts within Lethbridge? Let’s start with
everyone’s favourite:
RESTAURANTS/FOOD JOINTS

Freshii, located at 8 Aquitania Blvd W #10, near

the No Frills. Freshii offers a 10% off student discount upon showing a student ID card.

Bread Milk and Honey, located 427 5 St S,
downtown in the heart of Lethbridge. Bread Milk
and Honey offers a 10% student discount upon
showing a student ID card.

Dominos, there are various Dominos located

within Lethbridge, but the code word STUDENT or
TEACHER offers up to 50% off on your order, or up
to 40% off during the summer.

Taro Noodle House, located 100 5 ST S,
downtown. Taro offers a 15% off student discount
upon showing a student ID card.
Sky Vietnamese Subs, located 411 2 Ave
S, downtown. Sky offers 10% off for students who
present an ID card.
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RETAIL

King of Trade, located 317 5 St S, downtown.
King offers a 10% off discount upon showing your
student ID card.
The Sil and Soil, located 315 6 St S, downtown.
Sil offers a 10% off discount upon showing your
student ID card.

B.O.B Headquarters, located 308 5 St S,

downtown. B.O.B offers a 10% discount upon showing your student ID card.

Analog Books, located 322 6 St S, downtown.

Analog offers a 10% off discount upon showing your
student ID card.

Mountain Warehouse, located in Park Place
Mall, 501 1 Ave S #131. Mountain Warehouse offers
a 10% off discount for currently enrolled post-secondary students, the college included!

Whether its food or retail, Lethbridge has lots to
offer for students regarding discounts, and as we all
know, retail therapy adds up fast! So maybe keep
some of these places in mind the next time you are
looking for a spot to eat or splurge on yourself. Treat
yourselves!

DISCOUNTS
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